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This collection of essays represents a large-scale attempt to characterize the long-neglected Arkansas Delta. The historical, social, economic,
geographic, and cultural issues the authors address make it abundantly clear that the Delta—long thought to be a land of relative stasis—is
actually changing quite rapidly. It is clear, too, that this strange land is filled with haunting contradictions. Winner of the 1994 Virginia C.
Ledbetter Prize
The Seventh Crusade, led by King Louis IX of France, was the last major expedition for the recovery of the Holy Land actually to reach the
Near East and its failure had wide repercussions both in the West and in Egypt and Palestine. This volume comprises translations of the
principal documents and of extracts from narrative sources - both Muslim and Christian - relating to the crusade, and includes many texts,
notably the account of Ibn Wasil, not previously available in English.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the
trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Robert Lomas is a real-life Dr. Robert Langdon! Co-author of The Hiram Key, the bestseller that Dan Brown notes as his inspiration for the
Roslin Chapel–set climax of The Da Vinci Code, is a renowned freemasonry historian and truth-seeker. In Turning the Templar Key, Lomas
reveals the origins of the Knights Templar and the historical context for Dan Brown’s thrillers. Buy this book if you couldn’t get enough of
The Lost Symbol and want to discover more about the exciting and mysterious symbols, puzzles, codes, and characters that were derived
from Lomas’ research and writings. Lomas investigates the facts, challenges the conspiracy theorists, and guides you on an inspiring and
complex quest to uncover the truth, explain the motives, and document—for the very first time—the genesis of the Templar Freemasonry.

The long-awaited biography of a colorful and enterprising civil rights leader
This book features Anabaptism of the Low Countries from its earliest traceable beginnings to the end of the sixteenth century. The
major part of the book is devoted to the hundred years preceding the death of Menno Simons in 1561, after whom the Anabaptists
received the name, Mennonites. A decade later the Netherlands gained independence and the Anabaptists were granted relative
freedom. Prior to this Dutch Anabaptist refugee settlements and churches had been established along the North Sea and the
Baltic Coast from Emden and Hamburg Altona up to the mouth of the Vistula River. The roots of Dutch Anabaptism, similar to
those of the Dutch Reformed Church, can be found in the native soil and were nourished and stimulated from near and far. The
emerging hwnanistically influenced Sacramentarian movement of the Low Countries modified and spiritualized the meaning of the
remaining two sacraments, baptism and the Lord's supper. Dutch mysticism, the Brethren of Common Life, Erasmian hwnanism,
the chambers of rhetoric, and the ties with Wittenberg (Luther, Karlstadt, Muntzer), Cologne (Westerburg), (B. Rothmann),
Strassburg (Bucer, Capito), Zurich (Zwingli), Munster and Emden led to the introduction of Anabaptism in the Low Coun tries by
Melchior Hofmann, coming from Strassburg in 1530.
When author Frank Strobel returned from Vietnam, he felt as if he had used up a great deal of his personal “life force” during that
year. He worked very hard that year—physically, mentally, and emotionally—and experienced almost every feeling known to man at
a very high intensity. The Devil’s Disciple: Different Sides of War presents a compilation of his experiences in Vietnam, exploring
this intensity and recalling the speed with which events moved during his time there. Strobel’s missions during wartime were not
for the faint of heart His experiences helped him to understand that war has an impact beyond just the fighting involved. There are
people, young and old, affected by war. They lived in the villages that he visited as part of his tour of duty. In some of his
experiences, he talks about the children he met in the villages of Vietnam and their love for American bubble gum. Using hand
signals and an occasional interpreter, he was able to communicate with some of the children and older people in the villages,
learning about them and about their lives. In The Devil’s Disciple, Strobel shares his personal experiences during one of the most
challenging wars the United States has fought.
This is the story of that long, bloody war in Vietnams Mekong Delta, told by a small band of daunting young soldiers who saw it all
in nine years of combat out of Vinh Long airfield, south of Saigon.

This action-comedy takes place on a world where the 15th Century finds Europe still caught in the grip of the Dark Ages.
A young boy named Tee is sold into slavery, and bought by the beggar Raydoor, who takes him on as an apprentice.
When Raydoor realizes that Tee is the subject of a prophecy, he reveals himself as one of the Delta Knights, a secret
order dedicated to helping humanity. Trained by Raydoor, Tee also becomes a Delta Knight and joins forces with a ne'erdo-well painter named Leonardo (from the small town of Vinci), and a tavern girl, Thena. Pursued by Lord Vultare, minion
of the wicked Mannerjay, they set out on a quest to find the lost treasures of Archimedes.
NSA is a comprehensive collection of international nuclear science and technology literature for the period 1948 through
1976, pre-dating the prestigious INIS database, which began in 1970. NSA existed as a printed product (Volumes 1-33)
initially, created by DOE's predecessor, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). NSA includes citations to scientific
and technical reports from the AEC, the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration and its contractors, plus
other agencies and international organizations, universities, and industrial and research organizations. References to
books, conference proceedings, papers, patents, dissertations, engineering drawings, and journal articles from worldwide
sources are also included. Abstracts and full text are provided if available.
As one of the greatest of the military orders that were generated in the Church, the Order of the Hospital of St John was a
major landowner and a significant political presence in most European states. It was also a leading player in the
settlements established in the Levant in the wake of the crusades. It survives today. In this source-based and up-to-date
account of its activities and internal history in the first two centuries of its existence, attention is particularly paid to the
lives of the brothers and sisters who made up its membership and were professed religious. Themes in the book relate to
the tension that always existed between the Hospital's roles as both a hospitaller and a military order and its performance
as an institution that was at the same time a religious order and a great international corporation.
Dick Stewart was recently inducted into the 2016 New Mexico Music Hall of Fame Richard Stewart is one of those large
numbers of fanatical early ’60s rock-and-roll guitarists, who never received national attention and all its glory but,
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instead, came darn close regardless of the frequent and, on occasion, precarious roadblocks that he encountered,
especially during the innocent years of early rock and roll. He endured excessive corporal punishment at school and at
home; he explored and mapped privately owned lots in which he and his neighborhood, preteen gang members built
forts; he was a Pachuco in an Hispanic gang while in high school; he witnessed despicable bigotry toward Native
Americans, Mexican Americans, and African Americans; he fought forest fires in the Pacific Northwest, one of which
nearly took his life; he suffered extreme hazing at the hands of his Kappa Sigma active brothers at the University of New
Mexico; and the arrival of the Beatles in America dashed his dream of having a national, rock-in-roll guitar instrumental
hit. All musicians, high profile or not, of this new mainstream music genre that the teens embraced and called their very
own, have an interesting story to tell, but most of the wannabe breakout artists just keep putting it off. Well, this writer
didn’t. Stewart’s experiences from the moment the Second World War ended in July of 1945 to the beginning of the
psychedelic rock period in 1967 are just too powerful, suspenseful, historic, excruciating, humorous, scary, and on
occasion, downright life threatening that needs to be told in detail. This is a read that you will have difficulty putting down.
Forrest County, Mississippi, became a focal point of the civil rights movement when, in 1961, the United States Justice
Department filed a lawsuit against its voting registrar Theron Lynd. While thirty percent of the county’s residents were black, only
twelve black persons were on its voting rolls. United States v. Lynd was the first trial that resulted in the conviction of a southern
registrar for contempt of court. The case served as a model for other challenges to voter discrimination in the South, and was an
important influence in shaping the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Count Them One by One is a comprehensive account of the
groundbreaking case written by one of the Justice Department’s trial attorneys. Gordon A. Martin, Jr., then a newly-minted lawyer,
traveled to Hattiesburg from Washington to help shape the federal case against Lynd. He met with and prepared the
government’s sixteen black witnesses who had been refused registration, found white witnesses, and was one of the lawyers
during the trial. Decades later, Martin returned to Mississippi and interviewed the still-living witnesses, their children, and friends.
Martin intertwines these current reflections with commentary about the case itself. The result is an impassioned, cogent fusion of
reportage, oral history, and memoir about a trial that fundamentally reshaped liberty and the South.
America's health care system is at a crossroads, faced with rising costs, quality concerns, and a lack of patient control. Some
blame market forces. Yet many troubles can be traced directly to pervasive government influence: entitlements, tax laws, and
costly regulations. Consumer choice and competition deliver higher quality and lower prices in other areas of the economy. The
authors conclude that removing restrictions can do the same for health care. In the newly updated edition, the authors expand on
their prior work with new analysis of the best and worst ideas in health care reform – on both the right and the left.
"Through a series of examples drawn from biology, climate science, geology, environmental science, and other disciplines, the
chapters in this book demystify the process of science, and the work that scientists do. The authors highlight the many methods
used in science and the common characteristics that unite them all as "science". The examples illustrate that science is a human
endeavor, and research is enriched and enlivened by the diversity of scientists themselves. This book is an excellent companion to
any college-level introductory science course, emphasizing how we know what we know. It will also serve as an invaluable
resource for undergraduate students preparing to do research for the first time or for anyone who might be interested in learning
more about the process of science and scientific research. -- Book blurb.
Hollywood’s Africa after 1994 investigates Hollywood’s colonial film legacy in the postapartheid era, and contemplates what has
changed in the West’s representations of Africa. How do we read twenty-first-century projections of human rights issues—child
soldiers, genocide, the exploitation of the poor by multinational corporations, dictatorial rule, truth and reconciliation—within the
contexts of celebrity humanitarianism, “new” military humanitarianism, and Western support for regime change in Africa and
beyond? A number of films after 1994, such as Black Hawk Down, Hotel Rwanda, Blood Diamond, The Last King of Scotland, The
Constant Gardener, Shake Hands with the Devil, Tears of the Sun, and District 9, construct explicit and implicit arguments about
the effects of Western intervention in Africa. Do the emphases on human rights in the films offer a poignant expression of our
shared humanity? Do they echo the colonial tropes of former “civilizing missions?” Or do human rights violations operate as yet
another mine of sensational images for Hollywood’s spectacular storytelling? The volume provides analyses by academics and
activists in the fields of African studies, English, film and media studies, international relations, and sociology across continents.
This thoughtful and highly engaging book is a valuable resource for those who seek new and varied approaches to films about
Africa. Contributors Harry Garuba and Natasha Himmelman Margaret R. Higonnet, with Ethel R. Higgonet Joyce B. Ashuntantang
Kenneth W. Harrow Christopher Odhiambo Ricardo Guthrie Clifford T. Manlove Earl Conteh-Morgan Bennetta Jules-Rosette, J. R.
Osborn, and Lea Marie Ruiz-Ade Christopher Garland Kimberly Nichele Brown Jane Bryce Iyunolu Osagie Dayna Oscherwitz
As the Dark Ages enveloped Europe, a civilization was born on the banks of the Dnieper River. Rus--whose capital at Kiev surpassed in
grandeur most cities of Europe--was home to the Ukrainian people, whose princes made war on Constantinople and established the city
states of what would become Russia. The cities of Rus were destroyed by the Mongols, their remains falling to the Polish-Lithuanian
kingdom. With the steppe restored to wilderness, the "kraina" borderlands of the hardy frontiersmen known as Cossacks--who in the 17th
century destroyed powerful Polish, Lithuanian and Muscovite armies--gained Ukrainian independence and established a unique social order.
Drawing on English, Ukrainian and French sources, this book chronicles the military and social origins of Ukraine and describes the
differences between Ukraine and its neighbors. The author refutes the claim that Ukraine and Russia were once united in a common political
system.
The Slippery Memory of Men analyzes how during the early fourteenth century a discourse of eternal enmity was created between the
Teutonic Knights and the rulers of Poland as these former allies contended over the disputed region of Pomerania.
A 90 year history of the Knights of Columbus, Kentucky State Council.
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